WEST BLVD. ELEMENTARY

IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Bus Transportation/ Communication

Because of the bus driver shortage being experienced nationally as well as here in Boardman—Good communication between the Boardman Transportation office and parents is crucial.

We urge parents to make sure they are signed up for Transportation REMIND messages, so that you receive important information on bus delays or changes.

WEST BLVD. BUSES: To Join the REMIND for your child’s school bus:

STEP 1: FIND YOUR BUS NUMBER IN THE LIST…and the @ code next to it.

STEP 2: Text your bus’s code: @**** to 81010

STEP 3: Reply to the message from the REMIND team with your first and last name, and you’re in!

Bus 3 @bde989
Bus 10 @westblvd1
Bus 24 @f47bg82
Bus 29 @ea8a367
Bus 34 @westblvd3
Bus 37 @a72h7c
Bus 38 @westblvd38
Bus 41 @86kbcbg
Bus 51 @keg7ea
Bus 57 @ag9g7gh
Bus 65 @87hh39

DON’T KNOW YOUR STUDENT’S BUS NUMBER? CONTACT YOUR SCHOOL BUILDING OR THE TRANSPORTATION OFFICE

** NEED TO REMOVE YOURSELF FROM A REMIND THAT NO LONGER IS CONNECTED TO YOUR STUDENT: Text Reply @LEAVE to the number you are receiving messages from.**